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Miss Ellie; Miss Ellis Cafe, Marshville, North Carolina. Timmy Cherry. Thirty-three years old, wife. Two sons. A sick child, a
disabled child. Lives in his own two-story house in Martinique. In the apartment of the apartment, he tries to fight old age and the
fear of old age: he started smoking again.Has a higher education (North Carolina State University, Department of Computer
Engineering); in his free time he studies programming, reads a lot, tries to find "clean" Russian literature on the Internet (knowledge
of English, at least 100 words per minute). He constantly informs his wife and children about the Olympics, which will soon be in
Moscow, about the planned visit to Russia of Viktor Chernomyrdin, about the endless wars in Africa and the Middle East. This
information is of very little interest to acquaintances. He cannot concentrate on the topic, and after the evening hours, when his
children go to bed, he draws the curtains noisily and goes to sleep on the stairs. Once, in a bar, he hooked up a pretty stripper, who
was then taken to New York for repairs. According to friends, extremely irritable. He often plays a whole scene in front of the
children: he comes home annoyed after a long walk in Central Park and sees crying children, he immediately switches to playing the
â€œshowdownâ€� scene with his wife because she quarreled with his mistress. Perhaps the reason for this behavior of the child is
hidden in his later age: his parents lived together for less than ten years. He has a copy of the schizophrenic delusion at home, inspired
by the movie Rain Man. The parents had conflicts that Timmy could not understand as a child. He was very worried about them,
especially his disappointment when his parents once again parted. Trimming the tails of the horse he raised He pulled the trigger and
killed the horse. He studied psychology, knew many foreign languages, participated in jazz festivals, received several awards (and
they are sometimes awarded for a little joke). In college, he did not want to take part in sports competitions, because he believed that
they make a person weak. On his moonlight was the symbol of NATO - a tortoise, which in turn got its name from the Bible book of
Daniel; and Timmy chose the colors of all the American flags himself. Main
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